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Abstract

Quantitative tractography may provide insights into regional heterogeneity of changes in white matter structure in normal ageing. Here we examine how brain atrophy and white matter lesions affect correlations between tract shape, tract integrity and age in a range of frontal and non-frontal tracts in 90 non-demented subjects aged over 65 years using an enhanced version of probabilistic neighbourhood tractography. This novel method for automatic single seed point placement employs unsupervised learning and streamline selection to provide reliable and accurate tract segmentation, whilst also indicating how the shape of an individual tract compares to that of a predefined reference tract. There were significant negative correlations between tract shape similarity to reference tracts derived from a young brain white matter atlas and age in genu and splenium of corpus callosum. Controlling for intracranial and lateral ventricle volume, the latter of which increased significantly with age, attenuated these correlations by 40 and 84 % respectively, indicating that this age-related change in callosal tract topology is significantly mediated by global atrophy and ventricular enlargement. In accordance with the ‘frontal ageing’ hypothesis, there was a significant positive correlation between mean diffusivity (⟨D⟩) and age, and a significant negative correlation between fractional anisotropy (FA) and age in corpus callosum genu; correlations not seen in splenium. Significant positive correlations were also observed between ⟨D⟩ and age in bilateral cingulum cingulate gyri, uncinate fasciculi and right corticospinal tract. This pattern of correlations was not, however, reproduced when those subjects with significant white matter lesion load were analyzed separately from those without. These data therefore suggest that brain atrophy and white matter lesions play a significant role in driving regional patterns of age-related changes in white matter tract shape and integrity.
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Introduction

Structural MRI and pathological studies have identified two distinct macroscopic processes that affect white matter in normal ageing, specifically tissue loss with ventricular enlargement (Meier-Ruge et al., 1992), and white matter lesions which typically form under the cortex (subcortical or deep white matter) and adjacent to the ventricles (periventricular) (Fazekas et al., 1987). Significant elements in the loss of white matter structural integrity associated with these two processes are breakdown of myelin and a decline in the number and length of myelinated fibres, reduction in axonal density, neuronal loss and gliosis (Fazekas et al., 1993; Bartzokis et al., 2003; Marner et al., 2003; Armstrong et al., 2004).

The current method of choice for investigating white matter microstructural integrity in vivo is diffusion tensor MRI (DT-MRI). This modality provides two scalar parameters, the mean diffusivity ($\langle D \rangle$) and fractional anisotropy (FA), the former indicating the magnitude and the latter the directional coherence of water molecule diffusion, which have been shown to provide useful biomarkers for probing white matter structure (Pierpaoli et al., 1996). A number of studies, typically performed using region-of-interest (ROI) or histogram analysis, have investigated the changes in white matter structure that accompany normal ageing using DT-MRI, with the general finding that $\langle D \rangle$ increases and FA decreases as structural coherence declines with advancing age, an effect which appears to be more pronounced in anterior than posterior regions (see Sullivan and Pfefferbaum (2006) for a review).

However, two recent studies, one post-mortem using brains from subjects free of significant neuropathological abnormalities and one imaging using tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) suggest that ageing reduces both anterior and posterior white matter volumes and that loss of white matter integrity arises from atrophy and lesion formation specific to distinct brain regions (Vernooij et al., 2008; Piguet et al. 2009).

Quantitative tractography may provide further insights into the regional heterogeneity of changes in white matter structure in normal ageing by allowing investigation of how water diffusion parameters measured within a specific tract vary with age (Sullivan et al., 2006; Stadlbauer et al., 2008; Sullivan et al., 2008), assuming, of course, it is possible to segment reliably the same tract from subject to subject across a population. Recently, we have introduced a novel method for automatic tract segmentation, termed probabilistic neighbourhood tractography (PNT), which aims to identify the same fasciculus in groups of subjects from single seed point tractography output using probabilistic tract shape modelling (Clayden et al., 2007). In this method, seed points are automatically placed in a neighbourhood surrounding a seed point transferred from standard space, with the tract that best matches a predefined reference tract in terms of both length and shape chosen from this group of ‘candidate’ tracts (Clayden et al., 2006). This ability to quantify how the length and shape of a specific tract differs from that of a reference tract for each subject is unique to PNT, and allows a detailed investigation into how tract topology, in addition to tract-averaged water diffusion parameters, changes with age. For example, in a group of 40 non-demented subjects aged over 65 years we found for corpus callosum genu a significant negative correlation between a PNT-derived measure of tract shape similarity to a young brain reference tract and age (Bastin et al., 2008). This latter finding for an age-related change in genu topology was tentatively attributed to lateral ventricular enlargement resulting from general brain atrophy, although the sample size in that study was not sufficient to test this hypothesis.

In this paper we extend this work by examining how brain atrophy and white matter lesions affect correlations between tract shape, tract integrity and age in a range of frontal and non-frontal tracts in a larger cohort of non-demented ageing subjects using an enhanced version of PNT. These enhancements take the form of employing reference tracts derived from a
white matter atlas rather than from a single subject (Muñoz Maniega et al., 2008), applying unsupervised learning methods to fit the tract shape model automatically from the entire dataset rather than having to train the model with a set of tracts chosen by hand (Clayden et al., 2009b), and using the tract shape model to reject streamlines which are unlikely to belong to the fasciculus-of-interest (Clayden et al., 2009a). These methodological developments further improve the reliability and accuracy of tract segmentation, and hence measures of tract shape and integrity derived from them.

Materials and methods

Subjects

The study population consisted of 90 volunteers recruited from the community and aged over 65 years, without history of stroke or other neurological disorder, who were awaiting routine elective hip or knee replacement surgery. No subject had dementia as determined by a comprehensive neuropsychological assessment that included the Mini-Mental State Examination, tests of memory and executive function, and of activities of daily living. All were living independently and none had contraindications to MRI. The study was approved by the Scotland A Research Ethics Committee and informed consent was obtained from each subject.

MRI protocol

All MRI data were collected using a GE Signa LX 1.5 T (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA) clinical scanner equipped with a self-shielding gradient set (33 mT/m maximum gradient strength) and manufacturer supplied ‘birdcage’ quadrature head coil. The whole brain MRI examination comprised standard structural T2-, T2*- and FLAIR-weighted imaging, a high-resolution three-dimensional T1-weighted volume scan and a diffusion MRI (dMRI) protocol based on single-shot spin-echo echo-planar (EP) imaging. The three standard structural scans had a field-of-view (FOV) of 240 × 240 mm, acquisition matrices zero filled to 256 × 256, and 26 slices of thickness 5 mm. The T1-weighted volume scan was acquired in the coronal plane with a FOV of 220 × 220 mm, an acquisition matrix of 192 × 192 (zero filled to 256 × 256), and 180 contiguous slices of thickness 1.2 mm aligned with the long axis of the hippocampus. The dMRI protocol consisted of 7 T2-weighted and sets of diffusion-weighted (b = 1000 s/mm2) axial EP volumes acquired with diffusion gradients applied in 64 non-collinear directions (Jones et al., 2002). Fifty-three contiguous slice locations were imaged with a FOV of 240 × 240 mm, an acquisition matrix of 96 × 96 (zero filled to 128 × 128) and a slice thickness of 2.5 mm, giving an acquisition voxel dimension of 2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm. The repetition and echo times for each EP volume were 13.5 s and 75 ms.

Image pre-processing

All DICOM format magnitude images were transferred from the scanner to a Dell Precision 690 workstation (Dell Computers, Round Rock, TX, USA) and converted into NIfTI format (http://nifti.nimh.nih.gov). Using tools freely available in FSL (FMRIB, Oxford, UK; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk), the dMRI data were pre-processed to extract the brain, and bulk patient motion and eddy current induced artefacts removed by registering the diffusion-weighted to the first T2-weighted EP volume for each subject (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001). From these MRI data, (D) and FA volumes were generated for every subject using DTIFIT. (Due to uncertainty into how the axonal and radial diffusivities should be interpreted in terms of underlying brain structure (Wheeler-Kingshott and Cercignani, 2009), measurement of these additional water diffusion parameters is not undertaken in the current study.) To generate the underlying connectivity data for each of the seed points used in the tract shape modelling described below, the BedpostX/ProbTrackX algorithm was run with its default
parameters of a 2 fibre model per voxel, 5000 probabilistic streamlines for each tract with a fixed separation distance of 0.5 mm between successive points (Behrens et al., 2007).

**Tract shape modelling and streamline selection**

Following the method described by Muñoz Maniega et al. (2008), reference tracts and seed points for the eight fasciculi-of-interest, the genu and splenium of corpus callosum, cingulum cingulate gyri (CCG; Wakana et al., 2007), left and right projections of the pyramidal or corticospinal tract (CST), and uncinate fasciculi, were created from a digital human white matter atlas generated from tractography output of 28 young healthy adults (Hau et al., 2008). (See Fig. 1 for examples of these reference tracts.)

For each subject, the tract taken to epitomise the fasciculus-of-interest was determined by generating a set of candidate tracts from a 7 × 7 × 7 neighbourhood of voxels centred on the reference seed point and evaluating their shape and length similarity to the reference using the modelling approach described in Clayden et al. (2009b) and implemented in the TractoR package for fibre tracking and analysis (http://code.google.com/p/tractor). The seed point that produced the best match tract to the reference was passed to the ProbTrackX tractography algorithm, run with its default parameters, to generate a visitation map. To reduce false positives and ameliorate noise-related falloff in connection probability with distance from the seed point, a method of culling, or pruning streamlines that do not resemble the median path was employed for the best match tract (Clayden et al., 2009a). This streamline selection step works by retaining streamlines probabilistically according to the difference between their matching probabilities and that of the median path, and removes the need to apply a user-defined arbitrary threshold to the connectivity data to exclude voxels with a very low probability of connection. A tract mask was then generated from the retained streamlines of the best match tract, truncated to the length of the reference tract, and applied to each subject’s (D) and FA volumes, and tract-averaged water diffusion parameters determined. Finally, as described in Bastin et al. (2008), a measure of the absolute goodness-of-fit of the best match tract to the reference (R) in any given subject was determined from the log-ratio between the matching likelihood of the chosen candidate tract and the matching likelihood of the reference tract to itself. Since the reference tract has, by definition, a log-ratio of zero, this measure of topological similarity (or difference) will almost always be negative for all other tracts; and the more negative it is, the less good is the fit between the reference and best match tract.

**Intracranial and lateral ventricle volumes**

Intracranial volume (ICV), namely all structures within the cranium and including brain, roots of cranial nerves, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), venous sinuses and other vessels, was measured semi-automatically using Analyze 7.0 (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA) by an experienced rater (KJF) from the axial whole brain T2*-weighted sequence starting at the first slice in which the cerebellum was visible. Using the coronal T1-weighted volume scan, lateral ventricle volume (LVV) was measured starting at the first slice in which the frontal pole was visible and finishing when the occipital pole was last visible. The temporal horns of the ventricles were included in all slices in which they were visible (Shenkin et al., 2009). This was achieved by initially thresholding each volume to separate brain from CSF. This threshold was determined by averaging the signal from four square 3 × 3 voxel ROI placed in the ventricle and superior temporal cortex on two consecutive slices, with all voxels below this threshold removed from the volume. The edges of the ventricles were then delineated by placing a seed within any voids determined by the rater (KJF) to be part of the ventricle. Limits were drawn manually where structures forming the boundaries of the ventricles, for example the septum and tela choroideas of the lateral ventricle, were rendered incomplete as a result of the thresholding process.
**White matter lesions**

Each scan was independently quantified for white matter lesion load on the T2- and FLAIR-weighted images by a trained rater (KJF) using the Fazekas rating scale (Fazekas et al., 1987; Wardlaw et al., 2003). This rates lesions separately depending on whether they are in periventricular or deep white matter and provides a score of 0–3 for each. This scale was used because it was found to be appropriate for capturing a broad range of degrees of white matter abnormalities from mild to severe (Deary et al., 2003; Wardlaw et al., 2004). It also provides a convenient way of dividing the cohort into subjects with significant white matter lesion load (Fazekas scores of 2 or 3 on either lesion subscale) and those without (Fazekas scores of 0 or 1 on both lesion subscales) (MacLullich et al., 2009).

For those subjects with significant white matter lesion load, lesion areas, defined as regions with abnormal signal intensity typically 25 % greater than the average intensity of surrounding normal-appearing white matter (Zhan et al., 2009), were extracted from bias field corrected FLAIR images (FAST; FMRIB, Oxford, UK).

**Statistical analysis**

All descriptive statistics are presented as mean (SD). Normality was assessed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z test. For the eight fasciculi-of-interest, the effects of normal ageing on tract shape and integrity were investigated by correlating age with the goodness-of-fit of the best match tract to the reference R (Spearman’s ρ), and tract-averaged 〈D〉 and FA (Pearson’s r), measured for the best match tract in each subject. All statistical tests were performed using SPSS 14.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill, USA), with p < 0.05 being considered statistically significant.

**Results**

The cohort consisted of 51 men and 39 women of mean age 75.7 (5.1) and range 65 to 88 years. The mean ages of the male and female subjects were 75.2 (5.0) and 76.3 (5.2) years. The mean LVV and ICV were 37941 (18091) and 1443507 (140390) mm³ respectively. The numbers of participants in each category of the Fazekas scale for deep white matter lesions were 5 for category 0, 59 for category 1, 20 for category 2 and 6 for category 3. Likewise for the periventricular white matter lesion scale, 9 were in category 0, 56 in category 1, 10 in category 2 and 15 in category 3. Two thirds of participants, 58 in total (36 male), therefore had either few or no white matter lesions, that is scores of 0 or 1 on both lesion subscales. The mean age of this group (75.1 (5.0) years) was not significantly different from the 32 subjects (15 male) with significant white matter lesion load (76.7 (5.3) years).

**Group comparison of tracts**

Figure 1 shows the variability in tract segmentation across the cohort for genu, splenium, and left CCG, left CST and left uncinate fasciculus without (first column) and with (second column) streamline selection. In this figure, the segmented tract from each subject was transformed into Montréal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard space and overlaid as a maximum intensity projection on an MNI white matter volume to form a group map. In the main, while the segmented tracts closely follow the trajectories of the reference (overlaid in green) for each fasciculus-of-interest, there are significant branches heading into unrelated structures without streamline selection. These unwanted structures are almost entirely eliminated with streamline selection, with the result that the segmented tracts group closely round the reference.
White matter lesion location

Figure 2 displays maximum intensity projections of standard space group maps of deep and periventricular white matter lesion location in the 32 subjects with significant lesion load overlaid on an MNI whole brain volume. This figure, which was created by transforming each subject’s lesion mask into standard space, shows that lesions are predominantly situated in periventricular regions, with increased variability in surrounding tissue reflecting individual differences in deep white matter lesion location.

The spatial interaction between these white matter lesions and the eight fasciculi-of-interest is shown in Fig. 3 which displays maximum intensity projections of standard space group maps of the intersection of the best match tract and lesion location for the 32 subjects with significant lesion load. Although all eight fasciculi-of-interest pass through areas with white matter lesions, genu, right CCG, left CST and, in particular, splenium show regions with large interactions.

Tract-averaged diffusion parameters

Mean values of tract-averaged $\langle D \rangle$ and FA for the eight fasciculi-of-interest using streamline selection are presented in Table 1. (Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z tests indicate that these data are approximately normally distributed.) Values of $\langle D \rangle$ range from 749 (36) for left CCG to 1121 (220) $\mu\text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ for splenium, while FA ranges from 0.37 (0.03) in left uncinate to 0.52 (0.03) in right CST and 0.52 (0.08) in splenium. Differences in water diffusion parameters between the various fibre systems can be appreciated using a simple scatter plot of FA versus $\langle D \rangle$. These data are displayed in Fig. 4 for all subjects and indicate that genu and splenium, and to a degree CCG, CST and uncinate fasciculi, form distinctive clusters separate from each other. This figure therefore suggests that the values of these quantitative parameters are relatively specific to each tract system.

Table 1 also displays tract-averaged $\langle D \rangle$ and FA values for men and women. Significant differences between gender groups are seen for $\langle D \rangle$ and FA in splenium, and for FA in left CCG, left CST and left uncinate fasciculus. For these eight fasciculi-of-interest, men have higher FA than women in all but genu.

Correlations of intracranial and lateral ventricle volume with age

No significant correlation was found between ICV and age. After controlling for ICV, there was a significant positive correlation between LVV and age ($r = 0.40, p = 0.0001$).

Correlations of goodness-of-fit of the best match tract to the reference with age

Significant negative correlations between $R$ and age were found in genu ($\rho = -0.40, p = 8 \times 10^{-5}$) and splenium ($\rho = -0.30, p = 0.004$) only. When ICV and LVV were partialled out, the correlations were $\rho = -0.31 (p = 0.003)$ and $\rho = -0.12 (p = 0.27)$. This represents an attenuation of 40% for genu and 84% for splenium in the explained variance. An example of how age-related increases in LVV affects $R$ for genu and splenium is shown in Fig. 5 for three representative female subjects aged 66, 78 and 84 years. As LVV increases with age (LVV as a percentage of ICV is shown in parentheses), the fit of the best match tract to the reference worsens, with the result that $R$ becomes increasingly negative.

The effect of white matter lesion load on correlations between $R$ and age in genu and splenium was investigated using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). No significant effect was found for either genu or splenium, indicating that lesion load does not play a major role in the age-related changes in $R$ seen in these two callosal tracts.
Correlations of water diffusion parameters with age

Table 2 displays correlations between tract-averaged water diffusion parameters and age for the eight fasciculi-of-interest for all 90 subjects. Significant positive correlations exist between \( \langle D \rangle \) and age in genu, bilateral CCG, bilateral uncinate fasciculi and right CST \((r = 0.23 \text{ to } 0.47; p = 0.031 \text{ to } 4 \times 10^{-6})\). Significant negative correlations between FA and age are seen only in genu \((r = -0.25, p = 0.017)\) and right uncinate fasciculus \((r = -0.24, p = 0.023)\). No significant age-related correlations between water diffusion parameters and age are seen in splenium and left CST. As determined by ANCOVA, there was no evidence for gender having a significant effect on correlations between \( \langle D \rangle \), FA and age for any tract.

Some of these data are displayed graphically in Fig. 6, specifically \( \langle D \rangle \) and FA versus age for genu, splenium and right uncinate fasciculus. In these figures those subjects with few or no white matter lesions are indicated with open circles, and those with significant lesion load with closed circles. In contrast to splenium, and to a lesser extent genu, in which there is a large variation in both water diffusion parameters, \( \langle D \rangle \) and FA take a fairly narrow range of values in right uncinate fasciculus.

Correlations between tract-averaged water diffusion parameters and age for the eight fasciculi-of-interest for subjects with and without significant white matter lesion load are shown in Table 3. In the former group, significant age-related correlations are seen for \( \langle D \rangle \) and FA in genu \((\langle D \rangle: r = 0.41, p = 0.018; \text{FA: } r = -0.42, p = 0.016)\), and \( \langle D \rangle \) in left CCG, and bilateral uncinate fasciculi \((r = 0.36 \text{ to } 0.52; p = 0.04 \text{ to } 0.002)\). There are also trends between \( \langle D \rangle \) and age in right CCG \((r = 0.33, p = 0.06)\), and FA and age in right uncinate fasciculus \((r = -0.31, p = 0.08)\). For the 58 subjects with few or no lesions, significant positive correlations between \( \langle D \rangle \) and age are seen in bilateral CCG, right CST and right uncinate fasciculus \((r = 0.32 \text{ to } 0.40; p = 0.013 \text{ to } 0.002)\). In addition, ANCOVA applied to the whole dataset showed a main effect of lesion load on \( \langle D \rangle \) in right CST \(F(1,86) = 7.12, p < 0.01\) and a trend in right uncinate \(F(1,86) = 3.09, p = 0.08\).

Discussion

This paper builds on our previous study of normal ageing by examining how brain atrophy and white matter lesions affect tract shape and integrity in a larger cohort of subjects utilizing several significant methodological improvements to the PNT method. The resulting data indicate that there is age-related topological change in corpus callosum genu and splenium relative to reference tracts derived from a young brain white matter atlas which is significantly mediated by global brain atrophy and ventricular enlargement, and that a number of tracts display significant correlations between water diffusion parameters and age. These correlations differ when analyzing those subjects with significant white matter lesion load separately from those without.

As discussed above, PNT is unique in that it provides a parameter, \( R \), which indicates how the length and shape of the best match tract in each subject differs from that of the reference for a specific fasciculus-of-interest. Using this parameter, we previously found evidence for an age-related change in topology of corpus callosum genu in 40 subjects aged over 65 years (Bastin et al., 2008). Here, in a larger cohort and using reference tracts derived from a young brain white matter atlas rather than from a single young subject, we not only replicate this result, but also find evidence for an age-related change in splenium topology. In Bastin et al. (2008), it was proposed that such correlations might result from age-related global brain atrophy and ventricular enlargement, given the proximity of the various structures. This hypothesis was investigated in the current study, where the explained variance of the correlations was attenuated by 40 % for genu and 84 % for splenium after controlling for ICV and LVV. Since LVV was found to increase significantly with age after controlling for
ICV, reflecting the commonly observed age-related loss of brain parenchymal tissue (Meier-Ruge et al., 1992), these data indicate that the shape of these callosal tracts, in particular splenium, is indeed significantly mediated by age-related global brain atrophy and ventricular enlargement.

Several recent studies have used quantitative tractography to assess the effects of normal ageing on white matter structure. Sullivan et al. (2006) found that $\langle D \rangle$ was significantly higher and FA lower in 10 older (65 to 79 years) compared with 10 younger (22 to 37 years) subjects in frontal callosal fibre bundles relative to posterior bundles, whilst Stadlbauer et al. (2008) found that association fibres showed the largest changes in FA per decade in 38 healthy volunteers aged 18 to 88 years. Sullivan et al. (2008), amongst other findings, reported that anterior (frontal forceps and genu) and superior lateral (longitudinal fasciculi and CCG) fibres showed more consistent age-related changes than posterior (occipital forceps and splenium) and inferior tracts in 120 healthy adults aged 20 to 81 years. They also found that ageing effects were more pronounced in $\langle D \rangle$ than FA, and that men had significantly higher FA than women in splenium. For the entire cohort, our results are consistent with these findings with significant age-related changes in $\langle D \rangle$ and FA in genu but not splenium, and $\langle D \rangle$ for bilateral CCG and uncinate fasciculi, both fibre systems with significant frontal lobe components. There are also gender differences in tract-averaged water diffusion parameters, with men having higher FA than women in seven out of the eight fibre systems investigated, most notably in the left lateralized tracts. Thus, Table 2 appears to confirm the ‘frontal ageing’ hypothesis in which anterior regions, especially callosal fibres, are more adversely affected by normal ageing than posterior regions (Pfefferbaum et al., 2005; Sullivan et al., 2006; Sullivan et al., 2008). However, the data presented above extends these previous tractography studies by investigating whether the presence of white matter lesions affects the patterns of age-related changes in water diffusion parameters seen in different brain regions.

White matter lesions, which are characterised by neuronal loss, demyelination and gliosis on neuropathological examination (Fazekas et al., 1993), have larger values of $\langle D \rangle$ and smaller values of FA, than surrounding normal-appearing white matter (Bastin et al., 2009). In addition, the pathological processes responsible for these lesions, be they ischaemic or resulting from alterations to blood-brain-barrier permeability (Fernando et al., 2006; Wardlaw et al., 2009), may produce more subtle widespread changes in white matter structure than is visible on conventional T2- and FLAIR-weighted MRI, thereby altering the values of $\langle D \rangle$ and FA for surrounding normal-appearing white matter. Thus, water diffusion parameters measured in tracts which pass through areas harbouring these lesions in individuals with high lesion load may be significantly different from those measured elsewhere in the brain or in subjects with few or no lesions. Including these data in analyses may overstate the effects of normal ageing in certain regions and lead to the observed anterior-posterior gradient in age-related water diffusion parameter changes. Support for this view comes from a recent study by Vernooij et al. (2008) who used TBSS to investigate whether loss of white matter in normal ageing is related to the ageing process itself or results from specific white matter pathology. In 832 subjects aged over 60 years, they found that multiple regions of normal-appearing white matter showed significant age-related changes in water diffusion parameters. Yet after controlling for white matter atrophy and lesions only a few regions remained significant, specifically a small bilateral region in the inferior longitudinal fasciculus. Our data provides support for the thesis that white matter lesions play a significant role in driving the observed regional heterogeneity in age-related changes in water diffusion parameters. Specifically, Table 3 suggests that the pattern of correlations between water diffusion parameters and age differs for a number of tracts when comparing the group with significant white matter lesion load to the group without. Fig. 6, however, shows a confound to understanding the role of white matter lesions here, namely the large
variability of \( \langle D \rangle \) and FA values in genu and, in particular, splenium across this population. Such variability, which may in part result from differing amounts of partial volume contamination of white matter signal by CSF, could be masking more subtle age-related changes in tissue microstructure. This variability may be the reason why even though Fig. 3 shows that the intersection between the group maps of the segmented fasciculi-of-interest and white matter lesion location is greater in splenium than genu, there is not a great difference in the size of water diffusion parameter versus age correlations between the two groups of subjects in this posterior tract. Finally, Table 3 shows that there are significant correlations between water diffusion parameters and age, specifically \( \langle D \rangle \) in bilateral CCG, right CST and right uncinate fasciculus, even in subjects with few or no white matter lesions. This suggests that in the absence of visible pathology there is still subtle age-related deterioration in white matter integrity that affects tracts throughout the brain.

In our previous study of normal ageing (Bastin et al., 2008), we found a trend towards a significant negative correlation between tract-averaged FA and age in corpus callosum genu. However, there were no significant correlations between water diffusion parameters and age in any of the other seven tracts investigated. This is in marked contrast to the data presented above, where there are a number of significant age-related correlations, especially involving \( \langle D \rangle \), spread across these same tracts. One obvious reason for this finding, in addition to the increase in statistical power provided by the current study and the potential improvement in connectivity data resulting from use of a tractography algorithm that models more than one fibre per voxel (Behrens et al., 2007), is that the methodological improvements to the PNT method described above are significantly improving tract segmentation. These enhancements take the form of using reference tracts derived from a white matter atlas rather than from a potentially unrepresentative single subject (Muñoz Maniega et al., 2008), employing unsupervised learning methods to train tract matching models directly from the dataset under study without needing separate training data (Clayden et al., 2009b), and finally using these models to select only those streamlines that are likely to belong to each fasciculus-of-interest (Clayden et al., 2009a). While these first two elements undoubtedly strengthen the robustness of the PNT method, Fig. 1 suggests that streamline selection plays the pivotal role in ensuring accurate tract segmentation. In Bastin et al. (2008), careful visual assessment of the segmented tracts for each subject showed that PNT run with reference tracts taken from a single subject and with tract matching models trained using a separate dataset was able to provide anatomically plausible representations of the tract in question in 70 to 90 % of subjects. In the remaining individuals, the tracts were most often discarded not because the main trajectory of the tract was incorrect, but because there were significant branches heading into unrelated structures. This problem is clearly evident in the first column of Fig. 1, which shows the standard space group maps for several fasciculi-of-interest produced using PNT methodology similar to that employed in Bastin et al. (2008), albeit with atlas reference tracts, models trained directly from the dataset and underlying connectivity data modelled using two rather than one fibre per voxel. As demonstrated by the second column of Fig. 1, employing streamline selection removes almost all these unwanted structures without the need to threshold the connectivity data at a user-defined arbitrary level. This improvement in the representation of each contributing tract can then be expected to provide a concomitant increase in both statistical power, since tracts no longer need to be discarded as in the previous implementation of PNT, and the accuracy of tract-averaged water diffusion parameters calculated for each fasciculus-of-interest across the population.

In summary, these data show that the recently described improvements to the PNT method allow the automatic segmentation of tracts in the ageing brain to be performed with a high degree of accuracy, which in turn translates into improved measurement of tract shape and tract-averaged water diffusion parameters. Using this enhanced methodology we found an
age-related change in tract topology affecting both genu and splenium which was significantly driven by general brain atrophy and ventricular enlargement. We also found age-related changes in water diffusion parameters, particularly $\langle D \rangle$, affecting a number of tracts throughout the brain, especially those with a significant frontal lobe component. This pattern of correlations differed when analyzing those subjects with significant white matter lesion load separately from those without, showing that presence of these lesions may impact on the regional heterogeneity of changes in white matter structure previously reported in normal ageing. Future studies investigating correlations between tract integrity and age should therefore take into account the presence of white matter lesions. However, there were also positive correlations between $\langle D \rangle$ and age in several tracts in subjects without significant lesion load, suggesting that white matter structural integrity declines subtly with age even in the absence of significant visible pathology.
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Figure 1.
Maximum intensity projections of standard space group maps of the segmented fasciculi-of-interest overlaid on an MNI white matter volume without (first column) and with (second column) streamline selection. The tracts displayed are genu (a, b; axial), splenium (c, d; axial), and left cingulum cingulate gyrus (e, f; sagittal), left corticospinal tract (g, h; coronal) and left uncinate fasciculus (i, j; axial). The reference tract is superimposed in green in each case. Note how the significant branches heading into unrelated structures evident in the first column are almost entirely removed using streamline selection in the second column, thereby significantly improving tract segmentation.
Figure 2.
Maximum intensity projections of standard space group maps of white matter lesion location overlaid on an MNI whole brain volume for the 32 subjects with significant lesion load. The colour bar indicates the number of subjects with white matter lesions at each standard space location.
Figure 3.
Maximum intensity projections of standard space group maps of the intersection between segmented fasciculi-of-interest and white matter lesion location overlaid on an MNI white matter volume for the 32 subjects with significant lesion load. The tracts displayed are genu and splenium (a, b; axial), left and right cingulum cingulate gyri (c, d; sagittal), left and right corticospinal tracts (e, f; coronal), and left and right uncinate fasciculi (g, h; axial). The windowing level is the same across all eight tracts, with ‘hotter’ colours indicating larger values of the product of the tract and white matter lesion group maps.
Figure 4.
Scatter plot of tract-averaged fractional anisotropy (FA) against mean diffusivity ($\langle D \rangle$) within all segmented tracts.
Figure 5.
Two-dimensional axial projections of the genu (first row) and splenium (second row) overlaid on maps of FA for the atlas reference tracts and the best match tracts for three representative female subjects without significant white matter lesion load aged 66 (a, d), 78 (b, e) and 84 (c, f) years. Values of $R$ are given for each tract, while LVV as a percentage of ICV is given in parentheses. The colours represent the proportion of probabilistic streamlines generated from the seed point (green star) passing through each voxel, as indicated by the colour bars.
Figure 6.
Correlations between tract-averaged mean diffusivity (a, c, e), fractional anisotropy (b, d, f) and age for genu (first row), splenium (second row) and right uncinate fasciculus (third row). Open circles indicate subjects with few or no lesions in deep and periventricular white matter, while closed circles indicate subjects with significant lesion load.
### Table 1

Mean (SD) values for tract-averaged mean diffusivity (⟨D⟩) and fractional anisotropy (FA) for the eight fasciculi-of-interest for all 90 subjects and gender groups (51 male). Bold type indicates significant differences between gender groups as assessed using independent samples t tests (p < 0.05). The units of ⟨D⟩ are μm$^2$ s$^{-1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Genu</th>
<th>Splenium</th>
<th>Left CCG</th>
<th>Right CCG</th>
<th>Left CST</th>
<th>Right CST</th>
<th>Left uncinate</th>
<th>Right uncinate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>905 (96)</td>
<td>1121 (220)</td>
<td>749 (36)</td>
<td>759 (35)</td>
<td>766 (37)</td>
<td>764 (31)</td>
<td>866 (45)</td>
<td>829 (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>921 (89)</td>
<td>1081 (205)</td>
<td>748 (33)</td>
<td>761 (35)</td>
<td>771 (38)</td>
<td>762 (31)</td>
<td>870 (42)</td>
<td>832 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>883 (101)</td>
<td>1172 (231)</td>
<td>752 (39)</td>
<td>755 (35)</td>
<td>760 (34)</td>
<td>766 (31)</td>
<td>860 (48)</td>
<td>823 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>0.47 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.49 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.47 (0.05)</td>
<td><strong>0.54 (0.08)</strong></td>
<td>0.46 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.05)</td>
<td><strong>0.50 (0.04)</strong></td>
<td>0.53 (0.04)</td>
<td><strong>0.38 (0.03)</strong></td>
<td>0.40 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.48 (0.06)</td>
<td><strong>0.50 (0.09)</strong></td>
<td>0.42 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.04)</td>
<td><strong>0.48 (0.03)</strong></td>
<td>0.51 (0.03)</td>
<td><strong>0.36 (0.03)</strong></td>
<td>0.38 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

Correlations of tract-averaged mean diffusivity ($\langle D \rangle$) and fractional anisotropy (FA) with age in the eight fasciculi-of-interest for all 90 subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fasciculus</th>
<th>$\langle D \rangle$ r</th>
<th>$\langle D \rangle$ p</th>
<th>FA r</th>
<th>FA p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genu</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splenium</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left CCG</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right CCG</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left CST</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right CST</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left uncinate</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right uncinate</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlations assessed using Pearson’s $r$. Bold numbers indicate correlations significant at the $p < 0.05$ level.
Table 3

Correlations of tract-averaged mean diffusivity (\(\langle D \rangle\)) and fractional anisotropy (FA) with age in the eight fasciculi-of-interest for the group of subjects (N = 58) with few or no white matter lesions (Fazekas scores of 0 or 1 on both deep and periventricular white matter lesion subscales) and those (N = 32) with significant white matter lesion load (Fazekas scores of 2 or 3 on either lesion subscale). Note that due to differing sample sizes, \(p\) values are not directly comparable between lesion groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fazekas score</th>
<th>(\langle D \rangle) 0,1</th>
<th>(\langle D \rangle) 2,3</th>
<th>FA 0,1</th>
<th>FA 2,3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genu</td>
<td>0.13 0.35</td>
<td><strong>0.41 0.018</strong></td>
<td>-0.15 0.28</td>
<td><strong>-0.42 0.016</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splenium</td>
<td>0.0 0.98</td>
<td>-0.05 0.80</td>
<td>-0.13 0.34</td>
<td>-0.14 0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left CCG</td>
<td><strong>0.33 0.01</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.36 0.04</strong></td>
<td>-0.20 0.14</td>
<td>-0.07 0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right CCG</td>
<td><strong>0.32 0.013</strong></td>
<td>0.33 0.06</td>
<td>-0.14 0.28</td>
<td>0.02 0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left CST</td>
<td>0.00 0.99</td>
<td>0.12 0.51</td>
<td>-0.03 0.80</td>
<td>0.08 0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right CST</td>
<td><strong>0.38 0.003</strong></td>
<td>0.06 0.75</td>
<td>0.07 0.62</td>
<td>0.22 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left uncinate</td>
<td>0.13 0.34</td>
<td><strong>0.45 0.01</strong></td>
<td>-0.03 0.80</td>
<td>-0.18 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right uncinate</td>
<td><strong>0.40 0.002</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.52 0.002</strong></td>
<td>-0.19 0.16</td>
<td>-0.31 0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlations assessed using Pearson’s \(r\). Bold numbers indicate correlations significant at the \(p < 0.05\) level.